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The process of using multiple apps in conjunction with one another to complete a final task or project.
Tintype

Your tintype photo was added to the camera roll!

Ok
Yakit

KIDS

Bring your photos to life!

Start New
Start with a New Photo

Take a Photo

Photo Albums

Web Photo Search

or Start with a Pre-Created Scene

[Images of pre-created scenes]
Tap to Add

Create your own mouth

Tap to create your own mouth from your photo

Add a Mouth, Make it Talk
Zoom in to line up mouth (will not crop photo)
Zoom into mouth

NEXT
Adjust dots on mouth & chin

Under Chin
Use YAKiT to express yourself. It’s okay to be silly!

YakTip #13

- Save to Camera Roll
- More
ADULTS ONLY!

YAKiT allows you to send videos using email or via other apps

These videos may be sent outside of your device

Press & Hold to Continue
Use YAKiT to express yourself. It’s okay to be silly!

YakTip #13

Save to Camera Roll

More
Use YAKiT to express yourself. It's okay.

Your Yak was saved to your Video/Photos Library.
Extra! Extra! Extra!
VideoForAll apps mash
The length of your video will be determined automatically. Use the button to set the stop time manually.

processing your video...
Your video has been recorded!

- Preview your video
- Save to the Camera Roll
Success!
The video was saved to your Camera Roll.

OK
Talking newspaper by @joedale, great idea for an etwinning project, green screen, yakit, dolnk and pintype #etuk15

Spent the train journey playing with my new apps! @joedale
We can't stop the green screen fun! This one is our class teddy who shows what we've learnt today:-) @joedale #etuk15

My pupils are in a Spanish ice cream shop today:-) @DolinkTweets @joedale @VB_PrimaryLang @bvpstweets

Joe Dale @joedale Jun 8
@ErzsiCulshaw Great stuff! Have a look at Photofunia as well as ImageChef with Doluk Green Screen and any video creation apps :)

Reply to @ErzsiCulshaw

Reply to @ErzsiCulshaw @DolinkTweets @VB_PrimaryLang @bvpstweets
Today's #green screen took us to Peru, Spanish beach, Barça stadium + cold winter! Only takes 5 minutes to set it up!

@sophiea @MsSophiea - Jul 3
@ErzsiCulshaw what do u do with it?

@jw_teach @Kdmiller4 @catherinelliott @joedale just play with green cushions + Lego to learn the @DoInkTweets app :-)

Green Screen in our Spanish lessons

Inspired by Joe Dale (of course), here is a photo journal of our green screen adventures. We used the Do Ink app and a big piece of green muslin to create videos (role plays and weather reports).

This is the beginning of a journey... we are making mistakes but we will get better! :-)

About Me

ErzsiCulshaw

Primary Spanish teacher, eTwinning ambassador and host of the ALL West Lancs Primary Languages Hub. Very multicultural: brought up in Hungary, studied in the USA, Spain and got married in the UK. Qualifications: QTS, DELE Superior, MA in Spanish Literature/Linguistics.

Popular Posts

Football World Cup activities
I am a big football fan! 2 years ago during the European Cup I was like a tiger in its cage because I was off on maternity leave and couldn't.

10-minute teachers
I gave my job up for 10 minutes every Thursday. :-). I am not retiring yet, I just sit down with the rest of the class and participate in the
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